Big Dick finally in

by Bull Smith

which was something which has not been seen since the inauguration of Warren G. Harding.

The formality of the proceedings, however, was marred by the amount of political back-stabbing and mud-slinging which went on there. Politickin included attempts for the job of summer intern with Congress, gone after by a noted The Daily Rounder politician. Other attempts included the normal amount of running which goes on at such affairs. Nixon among participants were the daughter of a state-committeewoman and the President's daughter, Tricia, who commented at the height of the Katrina; "I do think politics is damn interesting. All you have to do if you're female is..." At that point, however, she was interrupted by her mother who told her to go to her room for an hour and sober up.

In other activities of the day, Vice-President Spiro "Household Word" Agnew delivered one party by referring to the British Ambassador as a "sneaky bastard," then being challenged to a duel in the time-honored tradition. Fortunately, the Washington police intervened before Mr. Agnew, who had never held a dueling sword in his life, could be seriously injured. He is reported to be in the hospital in satisfactory condition.

Julie and David Eisenhower also added their normal sparkle to the inaugural proceedings. Julie's pregnancy. No immediate comment was forthcoming from the President, who is reported to be sharing a room with his second in command and recovering from shock nicely. The couple also stated, in response to a question from the press gallery where I predicted something like this would happen. The phrase "so help me God" the evening concluded on a highly successful note when a guest accidentally stepped on the train of Mrs. Nixon's gown, revealing her propensity for black lace.